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CHAPTER ONE

Identity and Ideology

An Introduction

This is a study of colonial Taiwanese fiction, its translation from Japanese to Chinese, and films produced during and about the colonial era. As for the post-colonial condition, the critical approach employed here may prove useful in understanding other once-colonized locales in East Asia and elsewhere. This study is intended to be a postcolonial intervention, not a study of empire.¹ For colonial fiction locative, class, and female identity formations are foregrounded and original texts are read closely as Japanese watakushi shōsetsu (sometimes referred to as the I-novel, but more commonly, and hereafter, shishōsetsu). Such a method may seem paradoxical given the following argument, that these texts are manifestations of Taiwanese culture that happen to be inscribed in Japanese or Chinese, but it seems to suit the texts, first because most of the colonial narratives read closely in this study appear to adhere to the notion of the form as advanced by Edward Fowler or the metanarrative proposed by Tomi Suzuki.² Second, the shishōsetsu, according to Christopher Keaveney, was adopted and politicized by Chinese writers, including those of the May Fourth era, whom many literary historians, such as Ye Shitao (1925–2008), credit with inspiring Taiwanese authors associated with literary modernization.³ For postcolonial film nostalgia and memory define the interpretive mode.

Focusing on colonial and postcolonial identity in fiction and film draws attention to authors, filmmakers, the characters they create, and the underlying ethical concerns that arise whenever two cultures meet. The bodies, cultures, classes, and spaces printed on the page or projected on the screen provide for close reading and critical reflection, but such readings and reflections often eventually return to writers, filmmakers, and the intersection or negotiation between authors (zuozhe, sakusha) and their work. “Shinbunhaitatsufu” (Paperboy), by Yang Kui (1906–1985), is a first-person narration of the transformation of a despondent Taiwanese youth living in a Tokyo dormitory into a sanguine labor organizer returning to Taiwan.⁴ But the story of the paperboy reflects the life of Yang Kui, who left behind an impoverished farm background in southern Taiwan, found his way in Tokyo as a laborer by day and student at night, and eventually returned to
Taiwan, where he organized labor, led leftist reading circles, and became a leading figure in the Taiwanese literary establishment. Intimate first-person narrations such as those of the paperboy and others often seem to be meditations on the colonial transformation of ethical value systems and the possibility of agency; this study proceeds on the presumption that many colonial Taiwanese narratives hinge on identity and the practice of identification.

In *The Wretched of the Earth*, Frantz Fanon famously observes, “Colonialism forces the people it dominates to ask themselves the question constantly: ‘In reality, who am I?’” In the case of the accord between fictional characters and the human beings who create them, this study suggests that the colonial subject is an ephemeral consciousness, a philosophical subject, a person making sense out of the contingencies of life in one body by writing another into existence. The identities considered in this study stem from the destabilized and fractured subjects discovered or produced by postcolonial studies, those that linger among colonial and postcolonial ideological apparatuses. The bodies discussed in this study are those created by colonial authors and postcolonial filmmakers that seem to conform to Judith Butler’s theorizations: “The body is not a ‘being,’ but a variable boundary and surface whose permeability is politically regulated, a signifying practice within a cultural field of gender hierarchy.” However, though the bodies on the page and on the screen are the focus of this study, that in no way discounts the fact that real human beings endured both Japanese colonialism and the postwar White Terror in Taiwan.

For many readers, early twentieth-century first-person narrations from East Asia bring to mind the Japanese *shishōsetsu* written by authors such as Tayama Katai (1872–1930), whose “Futon” (Quilt) is often cited as a harbinger of the genre. However, the form is not limited to first-person narrations, but rather can be more productively thought of as single-consciousness narrations or subject-oriented narratives. Lu Xun (1881–1936) wrote perhaps the most famous exploration of the self in China: “Kuangren riji” (Diary of a Madman). He also devoted countless hours to mastering and translating Japanese while living in Japan, so his experiment with a single-consciousness narration is not particularly surprising. Nonetheless, Lu Xun studied Japanese as a foreign language; for Taiwanese writers such as Yang Kui it had been the language of government and education since the turn of the twentieth century. Unlike their Chinese contemporaries, Taiwanese authors in the first half of the twentieth century by and large were more fluent in written Japanese than in Chinese, especially by the 1930s and 1940s. By then, in addition to Yang Kui, Taiwanese authors such as Wang Changxiang (1916–2000) and Yang Qianhe (1921–), among many others, were arguably also writing *shishōsetsu*. As discussed in chapters 3 and 5, by creating locative and female iden-
tities, these two authors introspectively portray the entanglement of language, location, and ethnicity and describe the knot of women, modernity, and tradition.

Other Taiwanese authors, including Zhang Wenhuan (1909–1978) and Wu Yongfu (1913–2008), wrote works that appear to be in the shishōsetsu mode; they describe the feelings between Taiwanese men and women in Taiwan and Japan during the first half of the twentieth century from the vantage point of the third-person-omniscient narrator. Their works also underscore the possibilities and problems the metropole-colony relationship creates, and they demonstrate that conflict is not always between the colonizer and the colonized. Regardless of the nature of the conflict or narrative mode, the colonial relationship between Taiwan and Japan differed profoundly from the international relationship between China and Japan between 1895 and 1945. The changing political nature of this relationship is examined in chapter 3 through Wang Changxiong’s “Honryū” (Torrent, 1943), but the metropole itself enabled other narratives. In “Ochirai” (Fallen Bud), by Zhang Wenhuan, a young man escapes to modern Tokyo, leaving behind a pregnant young woman to negotiate rural Taiwanese tradition alone. The young lovers in “Sazanka” (Camellia), by Wu Yongfu, lament their fate: if or when they return to Taiwan, the dreams they conjure in Tokyo of a love marriage will come to nothing because they have the same surname.

Half a century later, in the 1990s, the postcolonial fiction films of Hou Hsiao-hsien (Hou Xiaoxian), Wu Nianzhen, Wang Tong, Lin Zhengsheng, and others manufactured colonial memories by reproducing the era in costume dramas. Moreover, beyond the narratives each director frames, the production and distribution of their films disclose the passage of time and political winds as well. A national language family (kokugokatei) placard that might have been hung with pride, remorse, or indifference in a Taiwanese home during the late 1930s or early 1940s but hidden or destroyed during the White Terror reappears in Lin’s Tianma chafang (March of Happiness) and slyly resurrects a long-entombed moment in Taiwanese history. Documentary films from postcolonial Taiwan offer a rediscovered or simply uncovered past for the Taiwanese. Tze-Ian Sang writes of Viva Tonal: Tiaowushidai (Viva Tonal: The Dance Age), “Underneath the film’s veneer of postcolonial nostalgia is a strong desire on the filmmakers’ part to discover a legacy of Taiwanese ingenuity and agency.” According to some critics, these turn-of-the-millennium filmmakers who were born in China or after the colonial era lack authenticity, but each narrative remains an exploration of ideology and colonial identification. For texts and films produced during the colonial era, each close reading or screening since 1945 necessarily stands as an act of postcolonial identification or rejection. In other words, each simultaneously represents and enables Taiwanese identification and discloses the discursive, ideological field
wherein that identification happens. Rereading Antonio Gramsci, Ania Loomba writes, “Ideologies are more than just reflections of material reality, ideologies are conceptions of life that are manifest in all aspects of individual and collective experience.”14 This study seeks to suggest among other things that years of scholarly silence and neglect demonstrate how textual or filmic recollections of individual and collective memories, reiterations of the past, disclose ideological currents.15

Ideologies, however, are not static; nor are the identities they engender, cultural or otherwise; both are fluid. The ideology of the nation manifested as language swept across Taiwan twice in the twentieth century, and as a result, arguments continue today as to the proper location of Taiwanese fiction, poetry, drama, and film in literary canons and university literature, film, and media-studies departments. The debates most often come down to whether the works of Taiwanese authors should be read as tributaries of the larger bodies of either Japanese or Chinese literary or film studies. Often omitted from discussions of Chinese or Japanese film and literature, Taiwanese authors and directors seem to be marginalized along with Japanese-language authors from Manchukuo (Manshūkoku, Manzhouguo) and the Koreans, constituting a field of minor literature in East Asia. Yet colonial Taiwanese writers did not write in a minor language; rather, they were a minority in a major language.16 This is because from 1895 to the mid-1940s, Taiwan was a Japanese colony, and since 1949 the archipelago has served paradoxically as the permanent, temporary home to the Republic of China. Acknowledging but avoiding the debate about whether colonial Taiwanese literature is Japanese or Chinese, this study explores fiction written by Taiwanese authors during the colonial era and introduces films produced in both the postcolonial and colonial era as simply Taiwanese fiction or film that happens to be written or recorded in Taiwanese, Chinese, or Japanese, in an attempt to effect a more meaningful understanding of contemporary Taiwanese culture.

The official national language in Taiwan changed from Japanese to Chinese in the mid-1940s, and so did the national ideologies. Though the midcentury transformation of a Japanese colony into a province of a Chinese republic was putatively a return to the old country (zuguo), it might perhaps be better understood as the cessation of economic colonialism and the reestablishment of settler colonialism at an advanced stage.

The impossible break with settler colonialism differs markedly from the equally futile attempt to sever the link with economic colonialism, as the cases of the United States and India demonstrate in the Anglophone world. The former remains ongoing, as the Cherokee, Navajo, and Ute, among many others, witness. In the latter, although the attempt to decolonize has been made (or, as in the
Taiwanese case, colonial administrators have been repatriated), the material and psychic infrastructures remain: dams, electric power grids, and police stations, as well as schools and the disciplines they enforce. Yet unlike India, Taiwan never attained independence or underwent formal decolonization, and it therefore remains in a still more complicated negotiation. Native Taiwanese draw attention to the role of Han Chinese settler colonialism, but the vestiges of Japanese economic colonization of Han settler colonists is revealed in the Taiwanese vernacular and in households where Japanese is still commonly spoken as a convenience, out of nostalgia, or in protest against the retrocession of Taiwan to China following the Pacific War.17 It is this second postcolonial state of being that concerns this study and seems more suited to postcolonial studies as it is practiced in the Anglophone teaching machine.18 The strictures of a Japanese empire and a Chinese republic and their ideological apparatuses muted and in some cases silenced both Native Taiwanese and many descendants of Han Chinese settler colonists for most of the twentieth century: this study is an attempt to listen to the latter, for now the former remains largely the realm of anthropologists and ethnologists.19

Writers of modern fiction in Taiwan during its fifty years as a colony of the Japanese Empire seem to depict the changes happening around them. Consequently the characters in their fiction explicitly manifest both contemporary ideological shifts and an epideictic discourse, the value-system narration reveals. Underlying this study is an understanding of the relationships between narrators and characters as the limits, or horizons, of the ethical value systems of their authors and their authors’ understanding of the uses of identity. Though this is the analytical and theoretical methodology adopted in the chapters that follow, there are a number of other approaches to understanding the creative and intellectual outlet that literature and film provide, which includes offering authors the opportunity to explore new ideas and live vicariously through the characters they create.20 In both cases, the fiction and film of colonial and postcolonial Taiwan present alternative identities, or alternative examples of the practice of identification, in addition to the pleasures, discomforts, and responsibilities offered by fiction and film.

In the American and European academies, postmodern and postcolonial critical discourse has commonly come to suggest that identity or even the philosophical subject, if it exists, remains forever destabilized, shattered, or even arising from abjection.21 This stems in large part from the general understanding that “the modern age gave rise to a new and decisive form of individualism, at the centre of which stood a new conception of the individual subject and its identity.”22

Stuart Hall (1932–2014) writes that prior to this new conception, “One’s status, rank and position in the ‘great chain of being’—the secular and divine order of
things—overshadowed any sense that one was a sovereign individual.” Important European movements such as the Renaissance and Reformation led to a break from “the secular and divine order of things,” which eventually facilitated the emergence of a modern identity. In China it might be argued that the dictates of filial behavior or ancestor worship constituted the “order of things” from which the modern individual broke free. Han Chinese cultural practices stemming from Buddhism, Confucianism, and Daoism offered a vehicle for the practice of identification vis-à-vis familial rituals such as seasonal celebrations, marriages, and funerals, and community practices such as temple festivals. This was probably the dominant discourse of identity in Taiwan when in 1895 modernity in the form of Japanese colonialism arrived—Japanese colonialism that was in large part informed by European colonial management theories. Consequently, it seems tenable to suggest that the Taiwanese moved directly from a traditional order to late modernity, eliding in large part the earliest stages of modernity as Europeans experienced it. As a result, the process of identification for late-modern individuals emerging from Han Chinese tradition into Japanese colonial modernity as captured in fiction from the era constitutes the core of this study.

The discovery or production of the unstable philosophical subject of late modernity depicted in such works and postcolonial representations of identity arises not only from the break with Han Chinese cultural practices. The idioms of Marxism, psychoanalysis, structural linguistics, discourse analysis, and feminism now afford a wealth of possibilities for understanding both colonial and postcolonial Taiwanese subjects. Marxism does not only serve as the engine for change in the proletariat literature of Yang Kui but, particularly as articulated by Louis Althusser, provides the lumpen proletariat, which is the object of both repressive and ideological state apparatuses. Psychoanalysis, especially the unconscious as theorized by Sigmund Freud and expanded on by Jacques Lacan, provides an unfinished identity: identity as a recursive process or flow. How Taiwanese authors conceived of themselves in Tokyo and how they came to terms with their return to Taiwan demonstrate the messy unfinished business of colonial Taiwanese identity. Structural and poststructural linguistics provides another perspective on colonial and postcolonial Taiwanese. Stuart Hall writes, “To speak a language is not only to express our innermost, original thoughts, it is also to activate the vast range of meanings which are already embedded in our language and cultural systems.” In the case of colonial and postcolonial Taiwan, not only are there two superstructure languages, Japanese and Chinese; there is also the base: Taiwanese, which is rendered incompletely in both Japanese and Chinese. The spoken language must be both translated and transcribed into a written language. The genealogy of the modern subject as derived by Michel Foucault, especially
his studies of disciplinary power, further adds to the understanding of Taiwan in the twentieth century. Certainly both the Japanese colonial administration and later the Republic of China administration set vast documenting apparatuses into motion, which allowed for the administration of programs as different as the national language family system during the colonial era and the silent networks of surveillance active during the White Terror. The public health programs established as part of the kōminka movement in particular resonate with mental health facilities studied by Foucault. Last but not least among these five decenterings of the late modern subject, feminism provides two important lenses on Taiwan. First, it highlights the layered and parallel oppression of women in Taiwan during the colonial era. Women were objects of both Japanese colonial power and discipline and the traditional Han patriarchy. Second, the identity politics arising among Taiwanese men and women led to a complicit assignment of Taiwanese women to preserving a precolonial ethnic purity or essence, which is discussed in the conclusion to chapter 5.

On identity, the anthropologist Melissa Brown writes,

> At the most fundamental level, identity is the way that a person classifies him or herself, a mental representation or thought. This level of identity, however, is not what is generally discussed by scholars or political leaders, because we cannot know exactly what a person thinks, only what he or she reports thinking or what we interpret him or her to think based on statements or actions. In other words, we cannot know the actual mental representations of individuals, only their public representations (utterances or actions), which may or may not accurately reflect mental representations.25

Adhering to Brown’s thinking in literary and postcolonial studies implies possibly understanding fiction to be an author’s public statements, which leads the reader to her or his own mental representations. The mental representation known only to the author necessarily transforms as it passes from the prelingual to the lingual to written and edited prose, and finally to the reader. This study does not attempt to disentangle such a complex chain of signification, but it does address the secondary transformative revisions stemming from translation. In particular it traces the politics of translating a canon of colonial Taiwanese fiction from Japanese to Chinese.

Brown further writes that “although group identity is claimed in terms of ancestry and/or culture, it is ultimately held together by common sociopolitical experience.”26 She makes the case that those embracing a group identity to define
or inscribe community boundaries often employ ancestry, but in fact it is socialization and cultural habituation that lead to a mental representation upon which to base an identity. Whereas in principle this study adopts Brown’s thinking, especially if audition and phonation as cultural practices are construed as socialization or cultural habituation, the analyses that follow view ancestry or culture as something more than a vehicle by which an individual may claim membership in a community. Ancestry as ethnic practice largely defines the postcolonial condition for both the colonizer and the colonized. The point at which the traditional inflects to the modern, whether it is in the language employed by the legal system or that contained in prose and fiction, describes the contact zone. Coined by Mary Louise Pratt, the “contact zone” refers to the cultural interface between the colonized and the colonizer: “social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power.”

In another asymmetrical power relationship, both Taiwanese nationalists and Chinese nationalists are contending for the history of Taiwan, and for this reason if no other, critiquing colonial Taiwanese literature, especially realist narrative fiction, remains today as it was in the colonial era: a radically political undertaking. Not all critiques are stark polarizing polemics; many in fact are deceptively subtle, but for decades resistance and collaboration were the only key signatures used in the field. The echoes of such a limiting scholarly orthodoxy will likely continue to inflect criticism in Taiwan for some time to come. In the pages that follow, this study attempts to demonstrate how tides and mechanisms of Chinese and Taiwanese nationalist sentiments in postcolonial Taiwanese literary criticism led to shifting perspectives on colonial Taiwan fiction, and how studying these tides provides a more nuanced understanding of the relationships among translation, literature, and community. The identities assumed by the Taiwanese during the twentieth century range from subjects of a Japanese colonial government, to sentries on the Cold War front line, to perhaps a calm voice in the escalating concern about China’s role in the future of the planet. For Taiwanese scholars and theorists, literary and otherwise, the Japanese colonial era presented paradoxes and dilemmas during the second half of the twentieth century and continues to do so in the early twenty-first century.

After losing a domestic war to Chinese Communist insurgents, the republican Chinese government and military retreated to Taiwan in 1949. Only four years earlier, the Chinese, led by Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek), finished an eight-year-long war with the Japanese, which for many Chinese left a seething desire for vengeance. On the contrary, although innumerable Taiwanese died in U.S. bombings of the island and as Japanese conscripts in the Philippines and other areas of the South Pacific during the waning years of the Pacific War, the Taiwan-
ese escaped the ravages of war the Chinese endured, such as the 1937 Nanjing Massacre. Many of the Qing loyalists and Chinese nationalists in Taiwan during the colonial era suffered psychic and spiritual angst and pain; however, many Taiwanese enjoyed a greatly improved standard of living as a result of Japanese colonial management. Consequently, official discourse in Taiwan after the arrival of the Nationalists at times seemed quite different from the lived experience of the majority of the population. In Taiwan the Nationalist, or republican, Chinese government established a virtual China, which obfuscated or simply denied fifty years of local history. Media censorship and educational policies led to a hegemonic amnesia.

Beyond memories, much of the literature of colonial Taiwan vanished as well. Chinese-language texts circulated, but it wasn’t until 1974 that a Chinese translation of Yang Kui’s “Gachō no yomeiri” (Mother Goose Gets Married) appeared in a university journal. Following this translation there were many others, but the texts chosen for translation suggested a strong anti-Japanese sentiment, or perhaps aesthetic, rather than a foregrounded Taiwanese subjectivity or consciousness, an identity that resonated with continental sentiments lingering from the Pacific War, known in Chinese as the War Against Japanese Aggression. Politically driven translation became a regular practice. Only unquestionably anti-Japanese stories seemed to enjoy translation, and this process resulted in a canon that left Chinese readers with an incomplete, skewed portrait of the era. However, in the closing years of martial law, translations of colonial fiction began appearing that offered readers glimpses of a colonial Taiwan comprised of more than evil police officers, impoverished peasants, and rape survivors. Such stories disclosed Taiwanese colonial and metropolitan identities more subtle than those defined by a litmus test of resistance to Japanese oppression. Stories exploring global concerns such as class and gender equity were translated. Yet the translators, editors, and authors of these stories often omitted or radically altered portions of the original when translating from Japanese to Chinese. Wang Changxiong claimed that he mistranslated his own work in order to make it more anti-Japanese. In other words, because postcolonial politics mediates the translation of colonial texts, in a manner of speaking the past becomes a mistranslated memory.

It seems tautological to state that the colonial can be fully understood only from the postcolonial, but a more nuanced manner of understanding the apparently self-evident is to consider the creation of the colonial by the postcolonial. One such concern in the case of Taiwan, especially with reference to the translator who actually renders Japanese texts into Chinese, is the dominant culture. Translators confront with every translation they negotiate a foreign and a dominant language and culture. In the case of Taiwan, the question of the dominant culture
belies its simplicity, since in both eras Taiwanese is the dominant spoken language and culture. Japanese-to-Chinese translators must attempt to enunciate only written cultures because the foreign and the dominant culture is Taiwanese. Another concern suggesting intervention stems from the contention noted previously for a master historical narrative. The translator and his or her work shapes and interlaces such histories. These two concerns wind throughout this study but for convenience are discussed in particular in chapter 2. The contentions and negotiations arising over a dominant culture and a master historical narrative make it impossible to recover the colonial era; at best there are only images of the past filtered through the present. Consequently, the grain or qualities of translation lead to a disclosure of both the present and the translated past.

It is here and with its close readings that this study differs from the work of Leo Ching and Faye Kleeman.29 Ching’s work adopts a theoretical approach to identity processes and configurations raised by colonization and more particularly the lack of a politically mediated or extended decolonization process in Taiwan. Kleeman explores the Japanese literary field largely from the perspective of empire, surveying Japanese-language policy in Taiwan, as well as writers from Japan and the South Pacific, and devoting one section of her text to Taiwanese writers and colonial language policy. Though both Kleeman and Ching at times approach some of the issues and writers comprising this study, neither offers a meditation or discourse on the influence of translation on perception of the colonial era or how translation reflects the contemporary Taiwanese literary field. By including the problem of Japanese-to-Chinese translation, this study considers two facets that have heretofore gone unexamined in detail: the impact of translation on descriptions of the content and aesthetics of colonial Taiwan fiction, and the traces of the political and cultural concerns of translators left behind in their work in both the martial law era (1947–1987) and the years since. More concretely, this study does not seek to recover or discover colonial Taiwan and the Taiwanese through the lens of fiction; instead it articulates colonial identity concerns, how postcolonial translators and critics transmitted those concerns, and how those translators and critics leave traces of their own contemporary identity concerns on works that are, in theory at least, restricted to the colonial.

Finally, it is the Taiwanese readers who are, perhaps largely unknowingly, affected by the politics of translation, and who also comprise audiences for postcolonial films representing the colonial era and to a lesser degree films from the colonial era. For postcolonial as well as colonial film, recording technology available to filmmakers alters translational concerns on at least two levels. On one hand, no longer must vernacular Taiwanese be subjected to the strictures of written Japanese or Chinese. On the other hand, the addition of Chinese subtitles to these
films to make them accessible to those who do not speak Taiwanese well continues to inflect viewings, critical or otherwise. These subtitles also draw the work of the translator quite literally into the picture. Chapter 2 begins this study with introductions to the centering and decentering of Taiwanese and Taiwanese fiction written during the colonial era and translated before and after the 1987 lifting of martial law.
Afterword

Indigenization, Translation, and Collective Memory

This study of Taiwanese fiction and film, as well as a consideration of postcolonial discourse, moves from the vernacular Taiwanese literature debate to postcolonial filmic representations of the colonial era and includes an introduction to the problems stemming from translation and identity politics. Since many of the close readings and the nature of identity politics stem from the process of identification, this study concludes with a brief discussion of Taiwanese identity and gestures toward continuing the process of postcolonial studies in Taiwan. Taiwanese identity, as is the case with any process of identification, remains in motion. Moreover, in the case of societies dominated by settler colonists, it eventually becomes an object of the processes of time and space. Indigenization seems to help explain that process and its manifestations in both postcolonial Taiwanese film and fiction and theoretical and literary studies of Taiwan during the Japanese colonial era.

Indigenization seems far more complicated than a simple nativization associated with acting or dressing like a local, because such a nativization presumes a degree of stability that indigenization lacks. In the case of postcolonial or post–martial law Taiwan, indigenization is not a root-seeking movement or a futile attempt to return to a precolonial or pre-retrocession, original state of affairs. Indigenization with reference to the twentieth century instead is the absorption and co-option of colonial and martial law vestiges, both physical and psychic, into contemporary Taiwan. It includes, moreover, the rooting or grafting of political exiles, accidental emigrants, military personnel, and their dependents who arrived in Taiwan during the 1940s into the Taiwanese population and popular memory, not as assimilated natives, but as a distinct yet very much Taiwanese (living in Taiwan) population, not unlike those following Hakka ethnic practices, long established settler colonists, and the Native Taiwanese. Indigenization broadly conceived is not about newer arrivals becoming part of a homogeneous Taiwanese population; rather, it is about locative and linguistic forces acting on the entire population, a persistent self, and time.
In Taiwan and other formerly colonized locales, indigenizing subjectivities offers both an escape from the previously reigning philosophies of unitary identity formations and the perils of exclusively discursive identities, and the critical distance necessary to see such theorizations and the networks of power that they consolidate. Time appears impossible to stop and arrays of cultural identities seem forever in flux, so philosophical subjects, or persons, and the communities in which they come into being must evaluate and adapt to contingencies. This study does not suggest a teleology or trajectory for persons in regions that were once governed as extractive or economic colonies or continue to exist as locations governed by the descendants of settler colonists such as Taiwan, nor does it argue for essentializing discourses; nevertheless, there seem to be identifiable constellations of identities and the communities they form.

Of the “emergent” Taiwan and its nebulous identity in Wu Zhuoliu’s *Orphan of Asia*, Leo Ching writes that “it must be apprehended and articulated at the same time in relation to the ‘residual’ Chinese culturalism and the ‘dominant’ Japanese colonialism—a contradictory and irreducible triple consciousness that is the embodiment of a colonial Taiwanese identity formation.” For Hu Taiming and other characters in Wu’s novel there may exist an irreducible triple consciousness; however, for the Taiwanese in the early twenty-first century, translations, original fiction, and films suggest the possibility of a consciousness wherein colonial and postcolonial experiences and particular “residues” have the potential to collapse vis-à-vis the process of indigenization into one irreducible consciousness, or community, the never-ending process of becoming Taiwanese.

The prominence of Japanese colonialism, martial law, and the White Terror in film and fiction, not only in costume dramas such as Hou’s famous trilogy or Lin’s *March of Happiness*, but also in texts such as Li Ang’s *Miyuan* or even documentaries such as Yen and Juang’s *Let It Be*, suggests that the discourses and concomitant communal memories once limited exclusively to former colonial subjects or White Terror survivors (locals or political exiles) and their descendants are increasingly open to a growing number of descendants of individuals for whom such memories might be dismissed as inauthentic. In other words, they have appropriated or conceived colonial- and martial law–era memories for films and fiction as well as from them, a circuit, or loop, of postcoloniality. This process is distinct from the Nationalist government’s attempts to create memories of Japanese atrocities in the minds of Taiwanese who had never been to China with textbooks and school assemblies. Rather, due to the sheer force of time and numbers, indigenization has led to a seeping of memories from the once marginalized majority (the colonial Taiwanese) to the once centered minority (Chinese political exiles). Regardless of the putative validity of these memories, the impact
on those who hold them is very real. These fictional memories or experiences do not only highlight the dubious nature of questions of authentic or inauthentic subjects and the creative forces of memory; they also provide evidence of indigenization. The Taiwanese topolect, which can no longer be equated with the Southern Min spoken in Fujian, the language that drove the vernacular Taiwanese movement, also highlights the process. Linguistic and cultural indigenization draws attention to recollection or construction of public memories—the disappearing and “disappeared”—in postcolonial Taiwan. Taiwanese documentaries such as *Viva Tonal* or *Let It Be* are active agents in this creation of public memory, but perhaps equally important to this communal memory is the body of literature written by the Taiwanese who lived through the colonial era and translated by those who lived through the White Terror.

Since the contours of the body of translations from the colonial era suggest one line of research, indigenization as manifested in translation methodology and reading may provide direction for continuing research. On methodology there are John Dryden’s ideas on translation, in particular the metaphrase, paraphrase, and imitation. Dryden explains that metaphrase is the word-for-word or line-for-line approach to translation. The translator who practices translation based on paraphrase keeps the author in view, but the author’s “sense” is followed more than are the words on the page. As for imitation, he writes that “the translator (if now he has not lost that name)” varies from word or sense and takes “only some general hints from the original.” Lawrence Venuti’s ideas on humanist and symptomatic readings of translation also seem useful. The latter locates diction and syntax as well as discursive discontinuities, which reveals the translation to be a strategic intervention. The humanist reading, on the other hand, stresses intelligibility and the use value in the receiving culture. A more profitable approach may be to adopt a reading that is both humanist, inasmuch as there is an attempt to disclose how the author wanted the text to be read, and symptomatic because it recognizes the fact that authors cannot help but communicate some excesses. Yet the notion of use value in the receiving culture discloses the question of the direction of translation. Is a translation intended to be foreignizing or domesticating? In the case of the latter, the translation should be transparent and seamless and should suggest that the language and concepts that comprise it have long been naturalized. The foreignizing, on the other hand, draws attention to itself with such things as idioms particular to an era or footnotes explaining turns of phrase or colloquialisms. With their numerous footnotes explaining his use of Taiwanese, many reprints of Lai He represent the foreignizing approach, but Lai He is almost unquestionably recognized as the “father” of Taiwanese literature. Not unlike the possibilities stemming from
postcolonial notions of the philosophical subject or its impossibility, further study of translation may disclose new dimensions of indigenization and offer a step toward understanding mistranslated memories. A consideration of translation and the practice of translation also seems to suggest the impossibility or undesirability of emerging from the long shadows that regional East Asian national politics continue to cast.

Finally, in addition to the notion of the past as a mistranslated memory, there is the notion of collective memory. In considering the nostalgia generated for the Brezhnev era in 1990s Russia by old films being shown on Russian TV, Svetlana Boym discloses two strata of memory and nostalgia. There is the visceral link that reminds a viewer of the first time that she or he saw the film: With whom did she or he watch the film? Where? The weather at the time? But there is also a nostalgia for the future suggested by the diegeses. However, what is to be made of the films of the 1990s and 2000s in Taiwan? How does the experiential, affective memory of watching Cold War–era films compare to memories of the diegeses? Given the boom in studies and creative reproductions of colonial Taiwan since the 1987 lifting of martial law, how does nostalgia for colonial Taiwan compare to that for the promise of Taiwan unified with China in films produced during the martial law era? Given the shifting political and economic winds in the early 2010s, it may be that memories of colonial Taiwan as well as White Terror Taiwan will again be subject to the strictures of yet another new official discourse before the century is over, but for now they seem to be largely the purview of unofficial and academic semiofficial discourse. Jorge de Alva suggests that postcoloniality should “signify not so much subjectivity ‘after’ the colonial experience as a subjectivity of oppositionality to imperializing/colonizing (read: subordinating/subjectivizing) discourses and practices.” Though in many once-colonized locales such a disentangling of subordinating and subjectivizing narratives is reducible to the colonized and the colonizer, in Taiwan the discourses and practices passed from the Japanese colonial government to the Republic of China government add a third narrative, which parallels, interlaces, and conflicts with both those of colonial Japanese and those of settler colonial Taiwanese. By examining not only the narratives captured in the diegeses of postcolonial Taiwanese filmmakers, but also the production, critical, and scholarly response, it seems that new studies may trace multiple contours of indigenization, wherein perhaps lies the future of postcolonial studies.
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